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In this paper we study type inference systems for I-calculus with a recursion 
operator over types. The main syntactical properties, notably the existence of 
principal type schemes, are proved to hold when recursive types are viewed as 
finite notations for infinite (regular) type expressions representing their infinite 
unfoldings. Exploiting the approximation structure of a model for the untyped 
language of terms, types are interpreted as limits of sequences of their approxima- 
tions. We show that the interpretation is essentially unique and that two types have 
equal interpretation if and only if their infinite unfoldings are identical. Finally, a 
completeness theorem is proved to hold w.r.t. the specific model we consider for a 
natural (intinitary) extension of the type inference system. 0 1991 Academic Press, Inc. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
One of the most interesting notions of type constraint for functional 
programming languages is the one derived from Curry’s Functionality 
Theory (Curry and Feys, 1958), which has suggested the type disciplines 
incorporated in some programming languages of recent design, notably 
ML (Gordon, Milner, and Wadsworth, 1979) and HOPE (Burstall, 
MacQueen, and Sannella, 1981). In this approach types are assigned to 
terms of the A-calculus according to a set of formal rules which can be 
effectively checked at compile time. Types describe then the functional 
behaviour of terms in such a way that, in general, the same term can be 
assigned infinitely many types depending on the particular program context 
in which it occurs. For example, the term Ax.x can have type boo1 --) bool, 
int +int, (int +int) --* (int dint), etc. (where ~7 + z denotes the type of 
functions mapping values of type o to values of type z), according to 
whether it is intended to compute the identity function over boolean 
values, over integers, or over functions of type int -9 int. 
This causes a natural notion of implicit polymorphism to be introduced, 
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where type schemes are assigned to terms and they may be instantiated to 
match the types required by the surrounding program context. Several 
features make this sort of polymorphism particularly attractive from both 
the practical and the theoretical point of view. The type inference algorithm 
is complete, due to the existence of principal type schemes (Hindley, 1969; 
Milner, 1978) which fully characterize the set of types assignable to each 
term. Moreover natural notions of interpretation of types in models for the 
base language can be introduced for which the formal assignment rules are 
sound and complete, yielding a semantical proof that terms having type in 
this discipline cannot produce run time errors. 
In the present paper we extend this approach to include recursive type 
definitions as a means of introducing infinite type expressions. The usefulness 
of this construct was pointed out for the first time (at least to the authors’ 
knowledge) in (Morris, 1968). 
For example, the availability of recursively defined types enables one to 
assign type (0 + a) + cr, for every type 0, to Curry’s fixed point combinator 
Y = If. (nx.f(xx))(~x.S1.ux)), p ermitting in this kind of system recursion 
over values without requiring its explicit introduction in the base language 
by means of a new constant. 
In Section 2 we describe the main syntactical properties of type assign- 
ment systems with recursive types: we find it helpful to consider recursive 
types as finite notations for infinite types of a special kind, namely those 
whose construction tree is regular in the sense of Courcelle (1983). This 
allows a smoother presentation of their properties and suggests naturally 
an equivalence relation between recursive types, defined as the equality of 
their infinite unfoldings. This relation is stronger than that often adopted 
in the literature (see, e.g. (MacQueen, Plotkin, and Sethi, 1986)), but is the 
one which is usually implemented for type checking circular types (see 
Aho, Sethi, and Ullman, 1986). We discuss the two equivalence relations, 
mainly for the purpose of observing that the principal type scheme 
property holds for one of them only, yielding a complete type inference 
algorithm as an application of the unification algorithm for regular types 
(Huet, 1976), and thus answering a question asked in (Reynolds, 1985). 
Section 3 introduces topological models for the base language on which 
a fairly general notion of approximation can be defined, making them 
similar to models constructed as inverse limits (Scott, 1972). Types are 
interpreted as special subsets of such models, namely ideals, i.e., non-empty 
closed sets w.r.t. the Scott topology defined on the models. Using this 
notion, the interpretation of a type can be built as the limit of the 
denumerable sequence of its approximate interpretations, as in (Coppo, 
1985). As a result, we are able by this technique to give interpretation 
to recursive types without any restriction of the kind introduced in 
(MacQueen, Plotkin, and Sethi, 1986), necessitated by the particular 
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technique used in that paper to interpret types. We show the uniqueness of 
the interpretation of types and prove that our notion of type equivalence 
completely describes semantical equality of interpretations. 
Finally, in Section 4, we prove a completeness property for an extension 
of the system motivated by the topological nature of our model, namely, 
that any typing statement true in the model is also provable in the 
extended system, modifying a technique used in (Coppo, 1984). 
2. TYPES AND TYPE ASSIGNMENT 
In this section, for the purpose of fixing terminology and notational 
conventions, we give the basic formal definitions concerning recursive (and 
infinite) types and introduce systems for assigning them to A-terms, with an 
outline of the basic properties needed in the sequel. 
We will consider recursive types as a notation to denote infinite types 
(see, e.g., Morris, 1968). This point of view yields a natural way of dealing 
with infinite types in a type assignment system, in such a way that many 
desirable properties usually possessed by this kind of systems (such as the 
existence of principal type schemes) are preserved. 
Syntax of Types 
Two common methods for introducing the notion of recursive type are 
the use of recursive equations or the use of a recursion operator over types: 
we follow the latter approach for its convenience, in that it will not force 
us to go outside the system itself to define the types involved in a deduction 
(see Remark 2.4(i)). 
2.1. DEFINITION. Let K be a set of type constants (ranged over by rc) 
and V, a set of type variables (ranged over by s, t, . ..). The set T, of type 
schemes (which we shall call simply types for short) is the smallest set such 
that: 
1. KET,, 
2. V,GT, 
3. If (T, r E T, then o + t E T, 
4. IftEVT,~ET~then~t.oET,. 
As usual, the + type constructor associates to the right, so, e.g., 
o -+ p + r is the same as G -+ (p + r). CT, r, p will denote types in T,. All 
occurrences of the type variable t in 0 become bound in @.a, and a type 
is closed if it does not contain free occurrences of type variables. 
The set TF offinite types is the subset of T,, containing all types without 
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occurrences of the p operator. A type is ground if it belongs to the subset 
of T, generated by type constants, so any ground type is also closed but 
the converse is not true as infinite closed types are not ground. 
A substitution is a function s: V, + T,. The result of substituting r for t 
in g is denoted by o[r/t], where it is assumed that no variable occurring 
free in z becomes bound in o[z/t] (this can always be achieved by con- 
sidering types modulo a renaming of bound variables). A substitution s can 
be extended to a function in T,, + T, by defining S(T) as the type obtained 
from t by replacing all free occurrences of any type variable t in z by s(t). 
A substitution s is closed (resp. ground) if s(t) is a closed type (resp. ground 
type) for all type variables t. 
It is a standard practice to consider expressions, in particular type 
expressions, as linear descriptions of their construction trees. This conven- 
tion has the advantage, from the point of view of the present paper, of 
being smoothly extendible to expressions whose construction trees have 
infinite heigth. 
In the sequel we shall denote by T, the set of finite and infinite labelled 
trees with labels over Ku { 52) u V,u { + ), where Sz is a new type 
constant standing for the “undefined” tree. Each label is equipped with a 
natural number, its ariety, which is 0 for type constants, 52 and type 
variables, and 2 for -+, and we assume that every node in a tree has a 
number of immediate descendants given by the ariety of its label. We refer 
the reader to (Courcelle, 1983) for a detailed description of properties of 
infinite trees. 
An infinite type will be an element of T,. As an example, consider 
Note that x can be considered as the infinite unfolding of the recursive type 
ps.s.s + t (which consists in performing infinitely many times the substitu- 
tion of ps.s + t for s in s -+ t), or equivalently as the solution of the 
equation x = 2 -+ t. 
A subtype of a (possibly infinite) type CI E T, is the element of T, which 
consists of a node of CL together with all its descendants (in LX). A (possibly 
infinite) type is regular if it has a finite set of subtypes; as an obvious conse- 
quence we have that every type in TF is regular, and an example of infinite 
regular type is given by x defined before (notice that x has only two distinct 
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subtypes, the type variable t and itself). T, will denote the set of regular 
types. It is clear how to extend the definitions of substitution and ground 
substitution to regular types. We point out that regular types are closed 
under regular substitutions, where a substitution is regular if its range is a 
subset of TR. 
It is known (see Courcelle, 1983, Sect. 2.3) that T, can be partially 
ordered by a relation < which satisfies the conditions 
l Q d ct for any type ci, 
l a + j < GI’ -+ /3’ iff c( < a’ and p d /?, 
and with respect to this partial order T, has a least element Q and least 
upper bounds of countable directed subsets. Also, it can be shown that the 
mapping 
FE (/ICE T,.cc[c/t]): T, -+ T, 
is continuous (i.e., it is monotonic and preserves least upper bounds of 
countable directed subsets of T,m), so it has a least fixed point fix(F), 
defined as the least upper bound of the <-increasing sequence 
(F’“‘(Q)),,, (where F(“) is the n-fold composition of F with itself). 
Furthermore, fix(F) is regular if CI is a regular tree (see Courcelle, 1983, 
Theorem 4.10.1). 
Recursive types will be viewed in this paper as a linear notation to 
denote regular types. This interpretation is justified by the property that for 
each recursive type there is a unique regular type associated with it, 
according to the following translation: 
2.2. DEFINITION. (i) (- )*: T, -+ T, is defined inductively by 
1. t*=t (tE VT) 
2. lc*=ti (KEK) 
3. ((T+T)*=o*-+t* 
4. (/lt.cT)* =fix(Il[ E Tp,.a*[S/t]). 
(ii) z G T, x T, is the equivalence relation defined by 0 z t iff 
o* = z*. 
From the remarks before it follows that the translation is well defined for 
all types in T,,. Conversely, Braquelaire and Courcelle (1984, Corollary 
5.6) show that every regular type has a notation in T,, and this fact allows 
us, when convenient, to prove facts about T,, using properties of TR (see, 
e.g., Theorem 2.9). (-)* is a surjective mapping but is not one-one, 
because for every regular type ct E T, there are in general many cr E T,, 
such that cr* = CI. For example x = (ps.s -+ t)* = (~Ls. (s -+ t) -+ t)* (i.e., 
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ps.8 + t zz ~LS. (s -+ t) -+ t). However, as a consequence of (Braquelaire and 
Courcelle, 1984), we have that for each type CI E T, there is a type g E T, 
with a minimal number of symbols such that (T* = c(. For instance 
(ps.3 + t) is the simplest recursive type representing x. It is also important 
to remark that the relation z is decidable by the simple algorithm 
described in (Courcelle, Kahn, and Vuillemin, 1974, Theorem 2). 
Finally, observe that O* = Sz iff o = ptl . . . p,. tj for some n E o and 
1 d i < II. Types of this form were excluded in (MacQueen, Plotkin, and 
Sethi, 1986) on the basis of semantical considerations. 
Type Assignment Rules 
We turn now to the description of the type assignment system. The set 
n of type-free terms (ranged over by M, N, . . . ) is defined from a set I’ of 
formal term variables (ranged over by X, y, . ..) and a (possibly empty) set 
C of term constants (ranged over by c) in the following way: 
M::=xlclMNI;lx.M. 
FI’(/‘(M) denotes the set of variables free in M. A pure i-term is a term 
without occurrences of constants (see Barendregt, 1984 for further explana- 
tions about n and the notational conventions followed in the present 
paper). 
A statement is an expression M: z (t E T,), whose meaning is that the 
type z is assigned to the l-term M. A basis B is a finite set of statements 
of the form X:G such that no (term) variable occurs more than once in B. 
B[x:z] represents the basis B\{x:o} u (x:z} (where \ denotes set dif- 
ference and cr is any type). Let t,.: C + T, be a function which assigns a 
type to each constant. 
In the formulation of type assignment rules we follow the approach of 
(Damas and Milner, 1982; MacQueen, Plotkin, and Sethi, 1986). This is 
essentially a natural deduction formulation, in which statements carry 
with them the set of assumptions on which they depend. More precisely, 
following (MacQueen, Plotkin, and Sethi, 1986), let a sequent be an object 
of the shape B c,, M:z. 
2.3. DEFINITION. The type assignment system hfi is defined by the 
following rules: 
B[x:a] E--‘, x:g War) 
B bP c:~,.(c) 
(Const) 
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B[x:a] t-p A4:T 
B+-,,lx.M:a+~ (+I) 
BI-,,M:o+z Bk-,N:o 
Bk-, (MN):7 (-*El 
2.4. DEFINITION AND REMARK (i) For the purpose of motivating these 
rules it is expedient to introduce an auxiliary system, denoted by kR, for 
explicitly assigning infinite regular types to I-terms. So the types of kR are 
elements of TR and its only rules are (Var), (Const), (+I), (+ E) where (r, 
r are now taken to range over TR. In this system, for example, a term of 
type x, defined above, can be applied to itself using only rule (+E) since 
x is identical to x + t. The system kP is then equivalent to kR in the sense 
that 
B+,M:t if and only if B* +R M:t*, 
where, if B= (x1 :cJ~, . . . . x,:~,,}, then B* = {x~:(cI~)*, . . . . x,:(o,)*}. 
(ii) If we restrict the set of types to TF and we drop rule (2 ) we 
obtain the classical Curry type assignment system, which we denote with 
t-r. However, the system kP is not conservative over t--Fr in the sense 
that there are finite types which turn out to be assignable to a A-term in 
kP but not in t-r. For example, the deduction 
X:ps.S+tk-,,X:pS.S~t ps.S+t~(ps.S~t)-+t 
x:(ps.s+t)+t 
(x) x:~s.s+fl--,x:~s.s+~ 
x:/ls.s-ttF,xx:I t-+-Q 
0 b-@ ~x.xx:(/Ls.s-+ C) + t (-0 
shows that Ax.xx has type (~1s.~ --+ t) + t for any type variable t. Now 
observe that (,ULS.S + t) -P t NN ~LS.S + t so that we have a deduction 
but no type can be assigned to (Ax.xx)(ix.xx) in Curry’s type assignment 
system t--F. 
Main Properties 
We now present some basic syntactical properties of the systems tP. It 
will turn out that most results holding for Curry’s type assignment system 
are still valid in t-rr. 
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However, one main feature in which c-p differ from t-r is the fact 
that the normal form theorem fails for it. We have seen, e.g., that 
0 eP (;lx.xx)(1x.xx):t (recall that (Ix.xx)(lx.xx) has no normal form). 
(A characterization of the cases in which strong normalization holds even 
when recursive types are allowed is given in (Mendler, 1987), using the 
weaker notion of equivalence - defined below). 
Moreover let 5 = pt. t + t. It is easy to check that BE kP M:{ for all 
/l-terms h4 without occurrences of constants, where B, = {x:t 1 XE V) 
(note that, for any type T without occurrences of type constants, there 
always exists a substitution s such that s(z) z 5: it is sufficient to take 
s(r) = < for all t E V,). 
Let p, 811’ respectively denote the relations of /I- and &-reduction 
(see Barendregt, 1984, Chap. 4). A first property, which can be proved in 
a standard way, is that types are preserved under 3. 
2.5. LEMMA (Subject Reduction). If BE-~ M:T and MB;;’ N then 
B F--~ N:z. 
2.6. Remark. (i) The converse of 2.5, as for bFr is not true; i.e., if 
B F-~ N:z and M w  N we do not have, in general, B F-,, M:z. 
(ii) If it is possible to assign a type to a term A4, then every subterm 
of it has a type and, by Lemma 2.5, every term N such that Mx N has 
all types assignable to A4 (and possibly others): this fact entails that no 
incorrect applications will be created during a computation starting at M, 
such as the application of a constant, say of type int -+ int, to a term which 
does not have type int (where int represents the basic type of integers). This 
fact can be seen as a syntactic version of the soundness theorem of (Milner, 
1978) (a semantical proof similar to that of (Milner, 1978) is, of course, 
possible also in our case-see Theorems 3.9, 4.2). So even a type like 5 
carries some meaningful information: namely that during the evaluation of 
a term having this type no error depending on incorrect applications of the 
kind described above will occur. 
A simple induction on derivations shows that type assignment is closed 
under substitution for type variables: 
2.7. LEMMA. If B I--~ M:z then s(B) klc M:s(z). 
A main property of t-P is the existence of principal type schemes. In the 
definition of this notion for our system we must take into account the rela- 
tion M. If B is a basis, let B r A4 be the restriction of B to the free variables 
of M. It is easy to prove that if Bkp M:r and BEB’ then B’ I--~ M:z, 
and that Bt,M:z implies B rMt--,M:z. If B, = (~~:a,, . . . . x,:~,}, 
B2= (xl:zl, . . . . x,:~~}, then B, - B, means that ci zz zi for all 1 < id n. 
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2.8. DEFINITION. (i) A basis BP and a type 71 are principal for a term 
M ifi 
1. B,+,M:z 
2. B,=B, [M 
3. for all bases B and types z such that B I--~ M:z there is a substitu- 
tion s such that (s(B,)) M B’ G B for some basis B’ and z z s(x). 
2.9. THEOREM (Principal Type Scheme Property). If B c-~ M: t for 
some basis B and type z then there exists a principal basis B,, and a principal 
type z for M. Moreover B, and 71 can be found in an effective way. 
The theorem follows from the fact that the system bR described in 
Remark 2.4(i) has this property. In fact, the key point of the proof of the 
corresponding result for the finite type assignment system given in (Curry, 
1969) (see also Hindley, 1969; Damas, 1985) is the unification algorithm. 
It is well known (see Huet, 1976; Courcelle, 1983, Proposition 4.9.2) that 
this algorithm can be extended to unification of regular trees (of which our 
regular types are a special case), with all other details of the proof holding 
without modifications, as remarked also in (Wand, 1987). From the 
equivalence of the systems bR and +--@, we have the desired conclusion. 
A type checking algorithm can be defined using a suitable representation 
of regular types (for instance, as cyclic graphs) and a unification algorithm 
which exploits minimal representations of recursive types (see, for instance, 
(Aho, Sethi, and Ullman, 1986-J). For example, it turns out that (t + t) + t 
is the principal type scheme of Curry’s fixed point combinator 
Y =J.f,(kx.f(xx))(h.f(xx)) and t that of (~x.xx)(~~x.xx). 
Moreover, since every pure term has a type, every pure term has a 
principal type and basis scheme. (Hindley, 1969) has shown that, in the 
finite case, every type which is a type scheme of a closed term is also the 
principal type scheme of some closed term reducible to it. This yields a 
similar property in the present context also, where we have that every 
finite type scheme is the principal type scheme of some closed J-term. 
Explicitly: 
2.10. PROPERTY. I f  5 E T, then there is a closed term M such that 5 is 
the principal type scheme of M. 
Proof. By induction on the complexity of 5. If c is a type variable t, 
then we have seen that it is the principal type scheme of (Ix.xx)(ix.xx). 
Now assume that 5 = 51 + 5*. By induction hypothesis 5* is the principal 
type scheme of some closed term Q, and the type (r2 -+ (51 + c2) is a type 
scheme for the combinator K = 2xy.x. By Hindley’s result mentioned 
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before we have that o2 + (cri + az) is the principal type scheme of a closed 
term P (reducible to K), so (T, + g2 is principal for M= PQ. 1 
We conjecture that the property holds for all types 0 E T,. 
2.11. Remarks. (i) Sometimes, especially on the basis of semantical 
considerations, it is necessary to have the same types assignable to terms 
which are in the /?- or /Q-convertibility relation. Consider for instance the 
terms 
SIII: pt. t + t and I:s+s, 
where S = Lxyz.xz( yz) and I = 2x.x. They are P-convertible (and thus 
equal in every model) but the indicated type schemes are the principal ones 
for them, so they have different sets of assignable types. To remedy this we 
can introduce a system +-lc,Eq obtained from hP by adding the rule 
B +-A% M:a M=,N 
B +p.Eq NIX 
(Eq). 
A system +R,Eq can be obtained in a similar way, by adding rule (Eq) 
to +---R. 
(ii) It is well known that in the finite system tF,Eq the principal type 
scheme property holds, as in bF. The proof of this uses in an essential way 
the fact that every term having a type in this system has a normal form. 
In +R.Eq? as well as in t-P,Eq, in contrast, this property is lost. A coun- 
terexample can be given by considering the sequence of regular types 
defined as 
cI(J = (ps. t, -+ s)*, 
CI n+1= n+l’an, t 
where t 1, . . . . t n, ... are distinct type variables. 
Observe that ~1, = S(cc n+ 1), where S is the substitution such that 
S(ti) = if i = 0 then t,, else tieI 
and that S is not invertible (that is, there is no substitution S’ such that 
a n + 1 = S’(%). 
Now let K = IZx.Ay.x. We have 
YK 7 (Ax.K(xx))(;lx.K(xx))+ Ix, ~~~.~,.(~~.K(xx))(;~x.K(xx)) 
for every n 2 0 and the principal type scheme of %x1 . . .x,.(1x. K(xx)) 
(Ax. K(xx)), in hR, is CI,, , . Moreover i-R,Eq YK:c(, for all 12 3 0. 
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Now assume that tl is the p.t.s. of YK in I---~,~~. Then each cli (i 2 0) 
must be an instance of CI, so a should have the form (module a relabeling 
of type variables): 
which is not a regular type. a could be seen, in a limiting sense, as the p.t.s. 
of YK in a system with rule (Eq) extended to allow non-regular types. 
Note that pt.uzu[pt.u/t], but z is not the minimal congruence with 
respect to type constructors having this property: for instance we have seen 
that ps.s + t z P.S. (s -+ t) + t, but this fact cannot be proved by substitu- 
tion alone. Indeed, a weaker notion of equivalence on recursive types can 
be introduced. 
2.12. DEFINITION. Let - E T,, x T, be the smallest equivalence relation 
satisfying 
1. pt.u~u[pt.u/t] 
For instance, types of the form ptl ... pt,. ti are all --equivalent to pt. t. 
In general cr - r implies Q z.z but the converse does not hold. For this 
reason we shall sometimes refer to these two notions of equivalence respec- 
tively as the weak and the strong one. 
2.13. Remark. Let I--~, _ be the system obtained by replacing x with 
- in t--P. eK- is a slight modification of the type assignment system 
defined by (MacQueen, Plotkin, and Sethi, 1986). This system, however, 
lacks some properties of the system kp, in particular the principal type 
scheme property. For instance, let X= Ax.x(Ay . yx). The principal type 
scheme of X in cfi is pLs.s + t. Now we have F~,- X:ps.s+ t and 
*AL, - X:ps.((s-+ t)+ t)+ t, where ps.((s+ t)+ t)-+ t and ,BS.S--, t are 
not equivalent under - and neither is an instance of the order (but note 
thatps.((s+t)-+t)+t~p.s-+t). 
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Theorem 2.9 and Remark 2.13 answer a question asked by J. C. 
Reynolds in (Reynolds, 1985) about the existence of principal type schemes 
in systems of type assignment with recursive types. 
Finally we mention a technical result that will be useful in the proof of 
the completeness theorem in Section 4. The easy proof is left to the reader. 
2.14. LEMMA. (i) Let 0, z E T,.a E 7 iff for all ground substitutions s, 
s(o)ms(r). 
(ii) If, for all ground substitutions s, s(B) btl M:s(a) then B cv M:a. 
3. SEMANTICS OF TYPES 
In this section we describe the interpretation of recursive types in 
topological models of our untyped base language, i.e., models whose under- 
lying set D is a domain satisfying an isomorphism of the kind 
[*I DgAt+ W+[D-D] 
where + stands either for disjoint or coalesced sum of domains, At is (a 
sum of) a finite collection of domains of basic values like the flat domain 
of integers NL or the flat domain of boolean values B’, W = {?} is the 
one-element domain used to model run time errors, and [D -+ D] is the 
space of all continuous functions from D to D. 
An interpretation of types as special subsets of D was first proposed by 
Mimer in (Milner, 1978), where only finite non-recursive types are con- 
sidered. In that paper types are interpreted as ideals over D, i.e., nonempty 
subsets of D which are downward closed w.r.t. the partial ordering of D 
and closed with respect to least upper bounds of their directed subsets. The 
problem of extending this interpretation to recursively defined types has 
been solved, using different techniques, by (MacQueen, Plotkin, and Sethi, 
1986; Coppo, 1985). In (MacQueen, Plotkin, and Sethi, 1986) the inter- 
pretation of a recursive type is found as the unique fixed point of a contrac- 
tive map on the metric space of ideals (endowed with a suitable metric), 
while in (Coppo, 1985) (as in the present paper) we define it as the limit 
of a denumerable sequence of approximate interpretations, built following 
the approximation structure of D. 
A natural consequence of our construction is that in the present context 
interpretations of types are in some sense forced to be ideals over D. The 
ciosure properties of ideals can be reflected smoothly on the syntactical 
level suggesting directly an extension of the type assignment system for 
which a completeness theorem will be proved to hold in the next section. 
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Furthermore, we show that the equivalence relation z completely 
describes type equality in continuous models. 
Finally, our construction of type interpretation can easily be extended to 
other type constructors like the ones considered by MacQueen, Plotkin, 
and Sethi, i.e., + (sum of types), x (Cartesian product), A (intersection), 
v (union), V (universal quantification over type variables), and 3 (existen- 
tial quantification over type variables). 
Complete Partial Orders with Approximate Application 
Some acquaintance with domain theory and with the inverse limit 
construction is assumed (see for instance Scott, 1972, and Scott, 1982). A 
useful survey of domain construction is also given in (MacQueen, Plotkin, 
and Sethi, 1986). 
A complete partial order (c.p.0.) is a partially ordered set D with a least 
element I, and such that every directed subset X has a least upper bound 
u X. As is well known, the category of c.p.o.‘s is closed under a wide range 
of constructors and, in particular, the space of all continuous functions 
between two c.p.o.‘s is still a c.p.o., where f: D + E is continuous (with 
respect to the Scott topology) if it is monotonic and preserves least upper 
bounds of directed sets. 
We will interpret our untyped base language in a c.p.0. satisfying an 
isomorphism of the kind [*]. We will assume that D has a notion of 
approximation with some properties which are satisfied in a c.p.0. obtained 
as an inverse limit, like Scott’s original D, construction (Scott, 1972). 
To simplify notations we will identify in the sequel elements of the com- 
ponents of D (i.e., At, W, and [D -+ D]) with their images in D under the 
isomorphism. So, for example, we will identify ff [D + D] with in,(f) E D 
(where in, is the injection of [D + D] into D). 
3.1. DEFINITION. Let D be a c.p.0. satisfying D 2 At + W+ [D -+ D]. 
(i) A notion of approximation over D is a denumerable family of 
continuous functions ( - ), : [D -+ D] such that, for each n E o, 
1. d,= I for all deD 
2. Cd,), = (d,), = dmin(m,n, h m E a) 
3. d=U (d,, 1 nEo> 
4. If aeAt then (a),,, =a. 
(ii) D has approximable application if there is a notion of approxima- 
tion over D such that, for all J”E [D + D], 
1. If ndk thenf,+,(d,)=f,+,(d,) 
2. Ifndk then (fk+I(4))n=fn+I(4) 
3. fn+ I(&) =fn+ ,(d) = (f(4)),. 
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As observed before, a c.p.0. with approximable application can be 
obtained by the classical inverse limit construction devised by (Scott, 
1972). In this case the mappings (- ),, are given by i,, oj,, where i,, and 
jmn are, respectively, the embedding of D, in D and the projection of D 
onto D, (see Barendregt, 1984, Lemmas 18.2.8, 18.2.9, and Proposition 
18.2.13(i)). There are, however, other constructions which yield c.p.o.‘s with 
approximable application, such as the one based on Scott’s Information 
Systems (Scott, 1982). 
For the definition of type interpretation we need not assume that D is 
algebraic. This assumption will be needed only later. From now on let D 
be a c.p.0. satisfying [ *] and having approximable application. 
If A c D, A, is defined by A, = {d, 1 de A}. It is easy to verify that D, 
is a c.p.0. (w.r.t. the ordering inherited from D) and that n < k implies 
D, c Dk. We will sometimes use the notation d,, also to denote a generic 
element of D,,. 
An ideal over D is a subset IG D such that 
(1) if eEZ and dce then del and 
(2) if ViL is a directed subset of I then u ie I Cd,) E I. 
Ideals are non-empty closed subsets w.r.t. the Scott topology over D. It is 
immediate to verify that if I is an ideal over D, Z, is an ideal over D,, but 
remark that Z,, seen as a subset of D, is not in general an ideal over D, due 
to the failure of condition (1). 
We can now define operations + and G over subsets of D and D,. 
3.2. DEFINITION. (i) Let A, B be two subsets of D. A + Bz D is 
defined by 
(ii) Let A,, B, be two subsets of D,. A, ‘+’ ) B, E D,, , is defined 
by 
A,,2 B,= {dED,+, I d= I, or dE [D--f D] and Vee A, d(e)E B,}. 
Observe that I, has been added to cover the case in which D is taken to 
be a disjoint sum of domains. This addition is not necessary when we use 
coalesced sum. Our definition of A + B corresponds to a naive notion of 
type semantics which is often referred to as the “simple” semantics of types: 
this is the most widely used in the literature (see, for instance, Milner, 
1978; MacQueen, Plotkin, and Sethi, 1986) but we point out that the 
technique presented in this paper works also with other notions of type 
semantics such as the “quotient set semantics” in which types are inter- 
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preted as partial equivalence relations over D (see Coppo and Zacchi, 
1986). 
The sets of ideals over D and D, are closed, respectively, under -+ 
and 1. 
3.3. LEMMA. (i) If A,,, B, are ideals over D, then A,- B, is an 
ideal over D, + 1. 
(i) If A and B are ideals over D then A + B is an ideal over D. 
(iii) LetA,BbeidealsoverD.Then(A-+B),+,=A, “+‘+B,. 
Proof: (i) Let dE A,- B, and e 5 d (where e E D,, 1). For all 
a E A, e(a) c d(a) E B,, so e(a) E B, since B, is an ideal in D,. From this 
it follows that e E A, nt ’ + B,. Now, let {e(j)} iel be a directed subset of 
ATI ‘+I b B,, and let e=UiG1 {eci)}. If acA,, e(a)=(Uiel {eci)})(a)= 
Llis, {e?a)> (by continuity of application), {e(‘)(a)}itr is a directed 
subset of the ideal B, so uiG, {eci)(a)} E B,. Then eE A, n+l b B,. 
(ii) The proof is by a similar argument. 
(iii) (c) If d,,+,E(A+B),+l then d,,+lE A-+ B, so given 
UEA,GA, d,+,(a)EB. But d,+,(a)=(d,+,(a,)),EB, (by Definition 
3.l(ii-3) and we are done. 
(2) Let dcA, n+l f B,. If d = -L the result is immediate. Else, if 
a E A, we have d(a) = d, + ,(a) = d, + ,(a,) E B, E B (again by Definition 
3.l(ii-3)), so d,+,E(A-+B),+l. 1 
Type Interpretations 
We first introduce a general notion of type interpretation in ideal seman- 
tics. A type interpretation is parametrized over the ideal Z which interprets 
all types equivalent to pt. t (i.e., all types of the shape ptl ... ptn. ti for 
16 i 6 n). A natural choice for I could be the ideal (I } but it will be 
apparent in the next section that there is no reason to restrict our type 
interpretations to satisfy such a requirement, so we have chosen to keep 
this level of generality. 
Let {K,, . . . . K,) be the set of type constants. We assume 
At=K,+ ... +K,, where Ki is the basic c.p.0. corresponding to xi 
(1 < id m) in the obvious way. In the sequel I, I, will denote, respectively, 
the collections of all ideals over D and D, which do not contain the error 
element? A type environment q is a function q: V,-r I. We use T,,, to 
denote the collection of type environments. 
3.4. DEFINITION. Let IEI. An I-type interpretation when the ideal Z is 
understood from the context) is a function %‘[--a: T, + T,,, -+ I such that 
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Note that in Definition 3.4 we have only required the interpretation of 
types to preserve the weaker equivalence - of Definition 2.12. It will turn 
out that, in topological models with approximable application, e z z iff for 
all rl E T,,, and for all ZE I %‘[a] q = Z’[r] q. 
Delinition 3.4 cannot be considered an inductive definition of a type 
interpretation due to point 5. We will build a particular type interpretation 
3’[--11 via the mapping (- )* by giving an interpretation of types in TR. 
As previously remarked this interpretation is defined through its 
approximations 3f,[ -1 in D,. 
3.5. DEFINITION. (i) Let CI E T,. The interpretation 3:[-1: T, -+ 
T,,, + I, is defined (by induction on n) by 
5. 31,+,~~+ppf=J;~an+++ JXBI1 v 
(ii) Let c~ET,. 3’[aJlq= {~[V~ECO. d,~sL[[~lljq). 
(iii) Let CJ E T,. J’[oj q = ~‘[(o)*]Y]. 
Now we give some technical lemmas (363.8) in order to prove that our 
interpretation of types is well defined: 
Proof (i) and (ii) are proved simultaneously by induction on n. The 
basis is trivial. The inductive step is by case distinction on a. If a is a type 
constant, a type variable or Q the proof is immediate. So let c1= b + y. 
(i) Let ~E~~[P+YJv and eE3fi[j?]q. We have, from 3.l(ii-l), 
d(e) = d(en - 1) and, by induction hypothesis (ii), e,-_ , E sip, [B] ye. Then 
643/Y?#l-5 
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d(e) = d(e,_ r) E JL- r[v] n E Ji[[y] q by induction hypothesis (i). This 
implies d~Jf,+,[lJ+yj~. 
(ii) Let de 3fi + , [p -+ ~1 q. Take e E 3f, _ , [[/?I q. e E J#?] q by induc- 
tion hypothesis (i) so d(e) ~Jf,[yJjq. By induction hypothesis (ii) and 
3.l(ii-2), we have that (d(e+,))+, = d,,(e,- r) = d,(e)EJLP1[IY]q and this 
proves d,, E sL[fl-, y] 4. 
(iii) Let de 3k[a] q: it is enough to prove that for all VZE w, 
d, E al[a] q. To this end we must consider two cases: 
- n6m; this follows from 3.6(i) and 3.l(i-2) since 
X54 v 5 XJal V. 
- m < n; by repeated applications of 3.6(ii) we have dE 3fJaJ q 
implies dk E J:[a] r] for all 0 < k < II. 1 
3.1. LEMMA. For all n E w: 
(i) 3L[ajq is an ideal ouer D,; 
(ii) 3Xah= mm),. 
Proof. (i) An easy induction on n using 3.3(i). 
(ii) Easy, using 3.6(iii) for left to right inclusion and 3S(ii) for the 
reverse inclusion. 1 
The well-definedness of 3’11-1 (for types in TR) is given by the following 
properties. 
3.8. LEMMA. Let a E TR. 
(i) JI[a] q is an ideal in D. 
(ii) J'b-r Bnr =J'Cdr -J'IIBPI. 
Proof: (i) Assume dE J’[a] y and e E d. For all n 2 0, e, E d, 
and e, E Jlr[a] q by 3.7(i), so eE 3’[[aJr]. Now let {d(i))ie, be a directed 
subset of 3’l[a]g and d=Uit, {d”)}. For all iel d(‘)E3’[a]q and 
(d(‘)),EJfi[a]q, with ((d(‘)),}iEf a directed subset of ~~i[a]q, 
and u {(d”‘),}iE,EJI,[M]q (by 3.7(i)). NOW /J {(dci))n}ig,=d, (by 
continuity). So we have d, E J’,[a] q for all n b 0 and, then, de 3’[aj 9. 
(ii) Note that, if A, B are ideals, A, = B, for all n implies A = B. SO 
we prove that 
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for all IZ 3 0. The case n = 0 holds trivially. For n > 0 we have 
WI@ + PII r L = 3: la + 811? (by 3.7(ii)) 
=31,-11dlrl~ 3~-llmS 
=mb41L-1-lf-* WPll1Ll) (by 3.7(ii)) 
= wm + 3m~~n (by 3.3(iii)). a 
From Lemma 3.8 and the fact that 0-7 implies C* =z* we get 
immediately that the definition of 3’1-1 for types in T, is correct. 
3.9. THEOREM. J’[ - ] : T, -+ T,,, -+ I is an Z-type interpretation. 
We now show that the interpretation defined in 3S(ii) is indeed the only 
possible type interpretation (in the sense of Definition 3.4) over D such 
that pt. t is interpreted as I. 
3.10. THEOREM. Let Z’[ - ] : Tg -+ T,,, -+ I be any Z-type interpretation. 
Then 
for all types c E T,. 
Proof: We show, by induction on n, that for all 0 E T, (%‘[a] q), = 
(J’[o] q),. This implies the statement immediately. The first step is trivial 
(note that A, = {ID} for all A E I). The induction step is proved by cases 
on 0, which has the general form 
where k 2 0 and r does not start with an occurrence of the p operator. For 
k = 0, if (T is a type constant or a type variable the proof is trivial. 
Otherwise, if (T E p + z, we have: 
w%P+~n~,n+, 
= wlbn rl + ‘3’11211 VlL + 1 by definition of type interpretation 
= wba VI,& (add, by Lemma 3.3(iii) 
= mm,~ wbndn by induction hypothesis 
= wbn~ -3m~+~= wb -+dh)n+l. 
Finally, let k > 0. If T # li, where 1 Q i< k, then 0 - p for some type p 
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which is either a variable or a type constant or an arrow type, and we are 
lead back to the previous cases. Else we have (T N pt. t, in which case 
(21[r~t.tn~)n=zn=(Jlb~t.fnr)n. I 
3.11. Remark. As a consequence of the preceding theorem we have that 
our type interpretation coincides with that defined in (MacQueen, Plotkin, 
and Sethi, 1986) if restricted to what they call well formed type expressions. 
These are all type expressions not containing subtypes of the form 
Pfl ... pt,. ti. In fact, it is easy to verify that the interpretation of such 
types is independent of Z and that the interpretation of types given in 
(MacQueen, Plotkin, and Sethi, 1986) is a type interpretation in our sense 
(where only the set of well formed type expressions is considered). The 
following argument may clarify the relations between their approach and 
the present one. Let ,ut. G be a well formed type expression. MacQueen, 
Plotkin, and Sethi define the interpretation of pt .(T as 
where Z = AZ E I. 3’[[01 q [ t t+ Z] and fix(Z) is the unique fixed point of the 
contractive function Z: I -+ I (with respect to the metrics they define on I). 
By the Banach fixed point theorem fix(Z) is defined by lim,.,f”(J) where 
.Z is an arbitrary ideal of D. It is easy to check (see also Amadio, 1989) that 
i.e., the n th iteration of Z is equal to the interpretation of pt.0 up to the 
n th level of approximation. 
Our construction, although more syntactical in nature, is perhaps more 
natural and can be more tractable in applications, as the following proof 
of the completeness of z for semantical type equality and the Complete- 
ness Theorem in Section 4. 
The following corollary is an immediate consequence of Theorem 3.10. 
3.12. COROLLARY. In any Z-type interpretation 2’[-1, a% T implies 
zqa] ‘I = F[zJ q. 
In the rest of this section we shall prove that the relation x gives a 
complete characterization of semantic equality of types provided we 
assume that D is a domain in the usual sense. 
A c.p.0. is consistently complete if every subset which has an upper bound 
has a least upper bound. An element d of a c.p.0. D is finite if whenever 
d E u X (where X is a directed subset of D) we have d r x for some x E .X. 
D is algebraic if for all A E D the set {a 1 a c d and a is finite} is directed 
and has d as its least upper bound. Following (Scott, 1982) we define a 
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domain as a consistently complete algebraic c.p.0. From now on we will 
assume that D is a domain. 
If d, e are finite elements of D then d=se denotes the (continuous) step 
function defined by 
(d +- e)(x) = if d E x then e else 1. 
(d=+- e) is a finite element of [D -+ D]. Moreover if d, e are finite elements 
of D, then (d * e) is a finite element of D, + i. Observe that, in general, d,, 
need not be a finite element of D nor of D,. 
Note that if A and B are two ideals over a domain D, A #B implies that 
there exists a finite element dE A such that d$ B or vice versa. 
3.13. LEMMA. Let D be a domain. 
(i) Let A,,, B,, AL, Bk beidealsin1,. Then A,, “+I *B,=AL n+l +B:, 
implies A,, = AL and B, = Bk. 
(ii) If A, A’, B, B’ are ideals in D, then A + B = A’ -+ B’ implies 
A=A’andB=B’. 
Proof: (i) If A,, # Al, then there must be a finite element dE A,, such 
that d$ AL (or vice versa). Taking an arbitrary finite element e of D which 
is not an element of B, (note that at least ?$ B,) we obtain 
(d=e)EAk n+ ’ + BL but (ds e) 4 A, n+ ’ + B,, against the hypothesis. 
Similarly, assume B, # BL and take a finite e E D, such that e E B, but 
e$ BL (or vice versa). The constant function 2x.e is an element of 
A,, a B, but not of Ai a Bk. 
(ii) 
A+B=A’+B’*Vn.(A-,B),+,=(A’-,B’),+, 
3Vn.A $% &=A:,=, BL (by Lemma 3.3(iii)) 
*Qn.A,=Al, and B,=BI, (by point (i)) 
*A=A’and B=B’. 1 
Let now CI, j? E TR. We define a family of relations z n c TR x TR induc- 
tively on n E w  in the following way: 
1. azOfifor all CY.,PET,. 
i!d;d’: ’ 
is the smallest relation over TR such that the following conditions 
2. IcZn+l K for each type constant K. 
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3. QM,+lL? 
4. tzn+l t for each type variable t. 
5. a,~a,~~+,p,-rP2if~1~:nPIand”z~:n82. 
Clearly we have that CI = fi iff for all n E w, a z:n j. 
3.14. LEMMA. Let D be a domain and CI, BE T,. Then a z,, j3 iff for all 
q and for all ZE I JL[a] q = 3i[fl] q. 
Proof By induction on n. If n = 0 the proof is immediate. The induction 
step is by cases on a. If CI is a type constant, type variable, or Sz the proof 
is trivial. So let a = a, ---f CI~. If a zn+ 1 B then fi must be of the shape 
8, + /I2 (remark that the equality of the interpretations must hold for all 
type environments v and all choices of I) and it follows from the definition 
that ai -+a2z,,+i ,!?i -B2 implies a, z4;, ,!I1 and a*%:, &. Then we have 
Jf,+lBa1-)a2nr=3~+l[[P1-P211YI 
-J;[alnt+J+ 3:b2n~=33m~ mm 
~JSd~=3%4n~ 
and J$Ia211 v = X'JP21 v (using Lemma 3.13(i)) 
-a,=:, B1 and a2 zn B2 (by induction hypothesis) 
*al+a2s+l al-P,. I 
The completeness of M with respect to the semantic equality of types is 
stated by the following theorem. 
3.15. THEOREM. Let D be a domain. 
(i) Let a,/?ETR.a=B iff for all VET,,, and for all ZEI, 
3’bIl r = JDI V. 
(ii) Let 6,TE T,.O=T iff for all q E TenY and .for all ZE I, 
md~=md~. 
Proof. (i) a = fi -for all n E w  ax, j3ofor all yl, Z, and n, 
Ji[a] ye = JL[b] q (by Lemma 3.14) o for all q and Z, J’[aj 9 = J’[/?] q. 
(ii) From (i) and the fact that D z z iff (G)* = (z)*. 1 
A consequence of Remark 3.11 is that Theorem 3.15 holds also for the 
well-formed type expressions of (MacQueen, Plotkin, and Sethi, 1986) 
w.r.t. the metric interpretation. 
3.16. Remark. The definition of approximable application can be 
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defined in a more general framework in which we assume only that 
[D + D] is a retract of D; i.e., there exist two maps F: D -+ [D -+ D] and 
G: [D-+0]-D such that FoG=Id co+o, (this is obviously the case of a 
domain satisfying [ *] where we have F= outLo+ o,, the projection func- 
tion of D in [D + D], and G = in,). The condition that [D -+ D] is a 
retract of D characterizes a wide class of topological models of the pure 
i-calculus (see Barendregt, 1984, Chap. 5.6). In the case of pure i-models 
we must drop out point 4 of Definition 3.1 (i) which becomes meaningless, 
but observe that the existence of basic types is not essential to the detini- 
tion and construction of type interpretation. Examples of models of pure 
bcalculus with approximable application are the models D, of (Engeler, 
1981) and the filter model of (Barendregt, Coppo, and Dezani Ciancaglini, 
1983). All the results of this section hold also for l-models with 
approximable application. 
Remark that the standard D, (Scott, 1972) constructed starting from an 
initial c.p.0. D, is not, strictly speaking, a domain with approximable 
application. In fact point (i-l) of Definition 3.1 fails, due to the fact that 
D, is different from {I}, so there are elements dE D, such that d, # 1. In 
this case we have that Jl1-J is still a type interpretation if we relativize 
the construction of type interpretation to ideals Z satisfying Z, = {I }. In 
general, Theorems 3.10, 3.14, and 3.15 are no longer true. For example, 
3’[pt. t + t] y turns out to be a proper subset of D (containing the inter- 
pretations of all closed terms) but, since D, g [D,, + D,], there is 
another type interpretation Z’[r - 1 such that 2’[pt. t --t t] r] = D, . 
4. A COMPLETE SYSTEM 
In this section we study the completeness of type assignment with respect 
to the semantics presented in Section 3. The basic system of Definition 2.3 
is effective but not complete. So we introduce a more powerful (but non- 
effective) system which will be proved to be complete with respect to the 
interpretation of types as ideals. 
First we give a denotational semantics to our language of expressions in 
a domain D with approximable application, satisfying D z At + W+ 
[D + D]. We assume in the proof below that the sum of domains in the 
equation is interpreted as a disjoint sum (we remark, however, that the 
whole completeness proof can be adapted as well to an equation which 
uses the coalesced sum). 
Let K: C + D be an interpretation of the constants of the language. A 
(term) environment is any function p: V-t D. Let Env be the set of term 
environments. If dE D, we use the notation p[x H. d] to denote the 
environment which is equal to p except that p[x H d](x) = d. 
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4.1. DEFINITION. (i) l : [D -+ [D +D]] (application in D) is defined 
by 
1 
I if d=I 
d-e= d(e) if dE[D+D] 
? otherwise. 
(ii) The denotational semantics of the type free language is given by 
a function 
[I-]:A-(Env-+D) 
defined by 
cxn P = P(X) 
ccn P = E(c) 
[Ax.Mjp=IdED.[n/rll p[xHd] 
Observe that l represents a call-by-name notion of application which 
preserves the interpretation of terms under /I-convertibility. 
Since + represents disjoint sum we have ilo. I # I as elements of D. 
This implies, for instance, that [[Lx.Mq p # [Iw p even if M is an 
unsolvable term. In particular, in our interpretation, the terms which are 
interpreted as I (in all environments) are exactly the unsolvable terms of 
order 0, i.e., all unsolvable terms M such that M does not reduce to a term 
of the form Lx.N (Barendregt, 1984. Chap. 17.3). 
We can now define the semantics of the sequents of the type assignment 
system in the model D. 
4.2. DEFINITION. (i) A term environment p and a type environment rl 
satisfy a basis B in the type interpretation 2’ (notation 2’, p, rl k B) if for 
all x : 0 E B p(x) E Z’[ol q. 
(ii) B /= M:z iff for all ZE I and for all type interpretation 2’ 
2’, p, 4 /= B implies [MJ p E Z’[zlrl. 
The soundness of the type assignment rules can be shown by a simple 
induction on derivations. 
4.3. THEOREM (Soundness). B I-~ M:o implies B k M:o. 
This theorem, in conjunction with Theorem 3.9, entails a semantical 
version of Remark 2.6(ii), because ? @ J’[aj q for any 0 E T, and q E T,,, . 
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The converse of Theorem 4.3, i.e., the completeness of the type assign- 
ment rules, fails for several reasons. Observe that we aim at a strong form 
of completeness, relative to our specific model D for the base language. In 
this case even F--~,~~ is not complete, because equality in the model is 
stronger than convertibility (however, a completeness theorem for +-p,Eq 
with respect to validity of typing statements in all models of the base 
language can be proved by a straightforward extension of the technique 
used in (Hindley, 1983)). 
As an example of how completeness fails for F-~, Eq take d, E ;Ix.xxx: we 
have [(d3d3)] = I (because it is an unsolvable term of order 0) so, for all 
types c, IWdJ E 3’Cd rl ( i.e., k(d,d,):a). But we have that the p.t.s. of 
(d,d,) (and of any term convertible to it) is ,ut. t + t, so (d,d,):c cannot 
be derived in ~--~,n~ (nor, obviously, in t-J for all CJ different from ,ut. t -+ t. 
This incompleteness of +fi,Eq cannot be overcome by addition of a rule 
which permits assignment of every type to unsolvable terms of order 0 
(which would be sufficient to deal with the previous example). Consider 
the term GE J.. .O,O,S, where 0,s kxy.f(ylllxxS), S 5 ixyz.xz(.vz) 
and I = Ix.x. Observe that GA4 =B M(GM), so the term G is a fixed 
point combinator. It is solvable and equal, in our model, to 
Y =~~$.(~x.f(xx))(~x.f(xx)), but the only type assignable to G is also in 
this case pt. t + t, while k G: (t -+ t) + t. 
We now introduce an extension of the system which will be proved com- 
plete with respect to the interpretation of types in D. In order to formulate 
this extension, we need the notion of approximant of a term, following 
(Wadsworth, 1976). We will give here only the basic definitions and 
properties: for more details we refer to (Wadsworth, 1976) or (Mosses and 
Plotkin, 1987). 
We add a new constant I to the language of I-terms (whose intended 
interpretation is I). Let /i, be the set of terms so obtained (i-i-terms). 
4.4. DEFINITION. (i) Let MEA. The direct approximant of M, 
4WEAl, is defined inductively on A4 in the following way: 
1. o(c) = c if c is a constant 
2. w(x) =x if x is a variable 
3. o(llx.M) = lx.o(M) 
4. o(xM, . . . Mk) = xo(M,) . . . W(Mk) (k > 0) 
5. o(cM, . . . Mk) = CO(M,) . . . O(Mk) (k > 0) 
6. u((Ax.N)M, ...MjJ=l (k>O). 
(ii) Let ME A. The set of approximants of M is given by 
APP(M)=(AE~, (MANand A=o(N)}. 
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A-l-terms are interpretated assuming [-L]p = 1. In domains with 
approximable application the following Approximation Theorem holds (see 
Wadsworth, 1976, and, for a more general setting, Longo, 1983). 
4.5. THEOREM (Approximation Theorem). 
Theorem 4.5 suggests immediately the following extension of kU 
4.6. DEFINITION. The type assignment system tip,= is obtained by 
adding to the system +p of Definition 2.3 the following two rules: 
Bk-,,. I:a 
(I) for all types u 
B t-P, c A : 0 for all A E APP( M) 
BI-,,.M:cT 
(0 
Axiom (I) is motivated by the fact that I (the interpretation of I) 
belongs to all types, and rule (C) by the Approximation Theorem 4.5. 
Continuing the example above, the approximants of G are of the form 
lf.f”( I): (t + t) + t, 
so also G has type (t --f t) -+ t by rule (C). 
In fact, with some reasonable assumptions on the choice of the constants 
(given below), +p.c turns out to be complete with respect to the type inter- 
pretation introduced in Section 3. Note that rule (C) has an inlinitary 
nature. Indeed, F-~,~ is npcomplete. However, since also + is 
fly-complete (note that a term belongs to the interpretation of all types iff 
it is unsolvable of order 0, and this notion is fly), there is no way of 
finding a simpler complete system. 
4.7. THEOREM. B+,.M:a iff B + M:a. 
The implication from left to right can be proved by a straightforward 
(translinite) induction on derivations. The rest of this section is devoted to 
the proof of the converse implication (completeness). As a corollary of this 
proof we have a partial completeness result for kp, i.e., that +-p is com- 
plete with respect to terms in normal form. 
4.8. COROLLARY. If M is in normal form then B F-,, M: CJ iff B j= M: cr. 
As remarked before, the completeness of theorem can be adapted also to 
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the case that + is the coalesced sum. In this case, however, we have that 
Iv. -L = 1 (as elements of D) and then all unsolvable terms are equated in 
the model. In this case to get a complete system we have to modify the 
notion of approximant of a term by identifying AX, .., Ax,,. I with 1. 
4.9. Remark. If we had defined the notion of type semantics assuming 
Z= {I}, without considering Z as a parameter in Definition 3.4, we would 
have, for instance, x:pt. t k x:0 for all types TV. In this case, then, the com- 
pleteness of t-b,,c fails since we have no way of deriving X:(T assuming 
x:pt. t. A complete system might be obtained by introducing a formal 
relation of inclusion < between types such that pt. t < B for all types (T (see 
Mitchell, 1988, for a discussion of type assignment with inclusion). In the 
present context, however, we believe our choice to be more general, as we 
do not see any other reason to assume pt. t d 6. 
The same problem arises, indeed, with any choice of the ideal 1. 
Proof qf the Completeness Theorem 
To prove Theorem 4.7 we use (a variant of) the technique introduced in 
(Coppo, 1984). The main idea is to define, for each type a and integer n, 
a set of values T”,” c D, which completely characterize the behaviour of 
the elements of type a in D,,. For technical reasons it is useful to consider, 
for a while, only regular types without occurrences of Sz and of type 
variables. Let T; E TR denote the set of all such types. Ti contains all and 
only the unfoldings of closed types in T, which do not have subtypes 
equivalent of pt. t. For instance (pt. (t + int))* E Ti. To simplify notations 
we will denote the interpretation of types in Tg omitting the type environ- 
ment and the ideal Z (so we write simply 3[a], &,[a] instead of J’[aJq, 
3L[a] r~). Note that the environment r~ and the choice of Z are irrelevant to 
the interpretation of types in Ti. 
As remarked before, we must put some restrictions on the interpretation 
of constants. Let v be a basic or simply functional type (a finite type v is 
a simply functional type if v = K~ -+ v’, where K~ is a type constant and v’ is 
either a basic or a simply functional type). A value v E 3[v] strongly 
belongs to v (notation v E, J[vJ) iff: 
1. vfl 
2. if v = K then v E 31~1 
3. if v = K --f v’ then Vu’ $ s[K] v(v’) = ? and Vu’ E, J[x] 
21(d) E, Jpj. 
An interpretation of constants Q is well behaved iff for all c E C z,.(c) is 
either a basic or a simply functional type and E:(c) E, z[zJc)]. 
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We assume, from now on, that the interpretation of constants is well 
behaved. 
We need some auxiliary definitions. 
Define d” and d’ E [O -+ D] (where K is a type constant) by 
I if u=l 
d”(v)= Id, 
1 
if vE3[rcj and ufl 
? otherwise 
i 
-L if u=l 
d-(u)= Id, if UE[D-+D] and u#I 
? otherwise. 
d” and d* characterize, respectively, K (the component of D which 
interprets JC) and [D + D] in the sense that they yield ? whenever applied 
to an element of D ( # I) which does not belong to K or to [D + D]. Note 
that d” and d’ are continuous and internally representable. 
If A, B E D let A l B and Au .A denote, respectively, the sets {a l b 1 a E A, 
bEB} and {Iv.ala~A}. Observe that, if As[D+D], A(B)=A-B= 
(a(b) 1 a E A, b E B}. 
4.10. DEFINITION. Let c( E T;. For n >O, the sets T”-” G D, and 
A”,” c [D + D] are defined, by induction on n, in the following way: 
1. TP+r,l = (h.l} for all /I, YE Tg. 
2. Ap+u~l = {d’} for all /3, YE T;. 
3. T”,” = {u,} where u, is any value that strongly belongs to K. 
4. A”.” = Id”}. 
5. TB-y~n+l=(IZu.AS~n(u).TY~n)~+,u(~u.TY~n)~+l. 
6, AP~y,n+l=IZu.Ay,n(~.TP,n). 
In the next lemma it is proved that each element of TM,” belongs to (the 
n th level of) the interpretation of CI, and A”,” is a set of functions (represen- 
table in D) that, in some sense, characterize type LX (up to the nth level of 
approximation) in the same way as d’ and d” do for [D -+ D] and K. 
4.11. LEMMA. (i) T’.” c J,[ctJ for n > 0. 
(ii) For all u E Jl[al and II > 0 A’*“(v) G {I, Id,). 
(iii) For all u E D and n > 0 Ams”(u) E {I, Id,, ?}. 
Prooj (i) and (ii) are proved simultaneously, by induction on it. The 
first step (n = 1) is trivial. 
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The inductive step is by cases on ~1. If tx = K (a type constant) the proof 
is again trivial. 
Consider the case a = a’ --f 01”. 
(i) We have T”“““*“+’ = Au B, where A = (L~.d”,~(u)* Tz”.n)n+, 
and B=(h.T1”~“),+l. We have immediately B c 3, + r [a’ --t cr”] by induc- 
tion hypothesis (i). As for A let u,E~~[cI’]. By 3.l(ii-3) we have: 
A(a,) = (A”‘~“(a,) l T”“.“), c T”“3” u {I} G J&a”] 
using induction hypothesis (ii) and the fact that (T”“,“), = TX”*“. 
(ii) Let uoJ[~‘--,a”]. We have da’-ror”,n+l(~)=da”,fl(u* Tor’.n), and 
0. T”‘.” &J[a”] by induction hypothesis (i) (note that if v# i then 
u*T “,n = u( T”‘.“)). Then apply induction hypothesis (ii). 
(iii) By induction on n. The first step is trivial. For the induction 
step observe that d 2’-ra”,n+1(~)=A”“,“(u*T”,“) and apply induction 
hypothesis. 1 
T”,” and A”,“, indeed, characterize type a up to level n in the sense that, 
for example, Aa.“(TP.“) does not contain the error element ? iff CI and /I are 
equal up to level n. 
4.12. LEMMA. For all n > 0: 
(i) T”.” G 3,[jl] implies &[a] = 3,[/3]. 
(ii) ? 4 A’.,( Tp.“) implies J,[a] = 3,[11/3] and A”.“(Ta.‘*) = {Id,}. 
(iii) If ?$ Tx-B3n+’ . pn &en 3n[a] =3,[y] and T”‘fi.“+l. TY.“= 
T”,“. 
ProoJ By simultaneous induction on n. The first step (n = 1) is trivial. 
In (i) and (ii) the only interesting case in the induction step is a = a’ ---f M”. 
Observe that, in this case, we must have /3 = p’ --) 8”. 
(i) Take (h.Ax’.n(~) l Ta”,n)n+, E T”“““,n+1 s Jn+l[/?’ --, /I”]. 
Since TO’.” c J,[/?‘] we have dor’,n( TB’x”) l TM”.” E 3,&Y] which implies 
? c$ Aa’-n( Tp’*“), By induction hypothesis (ii) we have Jn[a’] = 3,[[/3’] 
and A,‘.,( TP’,“). T”“.” = T”*-” G 3,[/3”]. By induction hypothesis (i) then 
3n [a”] = J, [/?“] which implies J, + 1 [a’ --, a”] = J, + 1 [/I’ - p”]. 
(ii) A dA’X”.PZ+ ‘( Tb’-B”.n+ 1) = &“(T~“~“.~+ 1 . Td,fl), The proof 
follows easily using induction hypothesis (ii) and (iii). 
(iii) T~-*P,“+~.T~,~+~=~~.“+I(TY.“+I).TB.~~T”” By point (ii) 
we have J,[aj =J,[Tv] and Aa-n+‘(TY*nfl)= {ZdDl which implies 
immediately A”,“+ ‘( TY%“+ ‘). Tfi*” = Tfi,“. l 
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T aY8~n can be safely applied to T”-” for any m, in the following sense. 
4.13. LEMMA. T”‘P-“(Ta~“)~TB.nu {I) (n>O). 
Proof. Observe that T” + p,“( T’+) = Aa.n( (T’.“),) . TP3” u TP.” and 
apply 4.11(i) and (ii). 1 
Let now T,” be the subset of T, without occurrences of free variables and 
of subtypes equivalent to pit. t. T; is the subset of all types e E T, such that 
a* E Ti. For (T E T,,“, define T”,” = T”*x”. Now define 
T”= u T-+ly {I} 
n E 0, 
A”= u A”-“+1 u {I}. 
llEW 
The properties of Tap”, A”,” extend straightforwardly, in the limit, to 
T”, A”. 
4.14. LEMMA. Let (r, o, p E T,“. 
(i) T” c J[z] implies o cz z. 
(ii) ? $ A”( T’) implies o cz:z and A”(T’)= &Id,}. 
(iii) ?# T”“- Tp implies a z p and T” *’ l Tp = T’. 
Proof: (i) Note that T” E J[r] implies TO*,” c Jn[r*J for all n > 0. 
Then, by 4.12(i), we have 3n[a*] = sn[r*J for all n > 0 and, by 3.15(ii), 
a z r. The proofs of (ii) and (iii) are similar using 4.11, 4.12, and 4.13. 1 
Let B” denote a basis such that all types occurring in it belong to T,“. 
We define the family of (term) environments pBO as: 
pea = (p 1 p(x) E T” if x:a E B”, else p(x) = ?} 
Let +-&I be the system obtained by eliminating rule (C) from t+. c. 
4.15. LEMMA. Let A be an approximate normal form. 
(i) [IA],,. s J[a] implies B” +F,I A:a. 
(ii) ?$A”([A],w) implies B’I-~,~ A:a. 
Proof: By simultaneous induction on A. We have six cases. 
Both (i) and (ii) are trivial by rule (I). A = 1. 
A, where CE C. Both (i) and (ii) are trivial since (r is well 
behaved. 
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A. (i) We must have X:ZE B” so psO(x)= T’. By 4.14(i) 
T’ E 3 [r~] implies (7 z r. We can then prove B” c~.~ x:6 using rule ( x ). 
(ii) Similar, using 4.14(ii). 
A = xA, . . . A, (n > 0). (i) We must have x:z E B” and furthermore 
zz:‘-+ T” (recall that t cannot be equivalent to pt.t). Moreover 
= u (A”-“(( [Al] psL),) l T”‘,” u T-) l [AZ] pet,. . . . . [A,] pet 
?rEW 
assuming that ? $ A”( [A ,] pBca)(use 4.1 l(iii)). This implies B” t--/, L A, :T’ 
by induction hypothesis (i). Moreover observe that 
T’,,.[A,]p,o. . . . l irA,liP~=UyAz...A,BpB’v:~:r’), 
where y is any variable not free in B”. 
We then have fyA, ... A,] p B-v fY:r,,i E 3[0] and this, by induction 
hypothesis (i), implies B” u { y x”) +@,I (yA, . . A,) :cr. Then we get a 
proof of B” klc. I ( x A, . . . A,,) : (T by replacing the assumption y : r” with the 
deduction of B” +-p, I x A, :z”. 
A~forpoint(ii)wemusthave?~d”(iryA,...A,4p~”~(~:~,))andwecan 
argue as before by using induction hypothesis (ii). 
Observe that the presence of the component (20. TY,n)n+ I in Definition 
4.10 is essential to ensure that 
TT-‘.[A,]pBa. . . . .[[A,ljp,,=TT”~~A2apeY= . ..-[A.,]pec. 
In fact we could have A, = I in which case A”,,( [A,] pe ) l T’*-” = {I > for 
all n. 
AzcA, ... A, (n > 0), where c E C. This case is simple by the 
assumptions on E. 
A E 2x.A’. This case also is simple and is left as an exercise. 1 
We are now able to prove the main theorem. 
Proof of Theorem 4.7 and Corollary 4.8. Assume B k M:cr’. Deline B’ 
as the basis obtained from B by replacing all occurrences of subtypes 
equivalent to pt. t by to, where t, is a new type variable not occurring in 
B. Since types are ideals (i.e., downward closed), we have B’ k A :CJ’ for all 
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A EAPP(M). Now observe that for all ground substitutions s we have 
s(B’) + A:s(o’) (as for to observe that [Alp E s’[a’] y must hold for all 
possible choices of I). By 4.15 and 2.14 (which is immediately extendable 
to +,J we have B’ kp i A:a’, from which we get Bcp., A:a by 
replacing t, with pt. t (modulo z ). We can then obtain B F-~,~ M:o 
using rule (C). 
As for the corollary observe that if M is in normal form we need neither 
rule (I) nor (C). 
Since +p,c on approximate normal forms is a decidable relation, finally, 
we have that +p,c is ZZY. Indeed it is complete L7:. 1 
4.16. Remark. Throughout the proof of the completeness theorem we 
have used in an essential way the presence of basic constants in our 
language. The system hp,= is not complete with respect to models of pure 
L-calculus with approximable application (where there is no element ? to 
detect “incorrect” application) introduced in remark 3.14. In fact, in any 
such model D the interpretation of the type pt. t + t is D (this follows 
immediately from 3.10, since D = D -+ D, where + is as in Definition 
3.2(i)). This implies that X:(T + X: pt.t -+ t, for any type (T, but this is not 
formally derivable in the system I-~,~. We don’t know which kind of rule 
could be introduced in order to extend the completeness result to models 
of the pure L-calculus. 
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